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Introduction 

Increasing power of the computers hardware and new versions of the software for the radiation transport 
simulation and modelling of the complex experimental setups and geometrical arrangement enable to 
dramatically improve calculation of organ or target volume doses (dose distributions) in the wide field of 
medical physics and radiation protection applications. Increase of computers memory and new software 
features makes it possible to use not only analytical (mathematical) phantoms but also allow constructing the 
voxel models of human or phantoms with voxels fine enough (e.g. lxlxl mm) to represent all required 
details. CT data can be Used for the description of such voxel model geometry. Advanced scoring methods 
are available in the new software versions. Contribution gives the overview of such new possibilities in the 
modelling and doses calculations, discusses the simulation/approximation of the dosimetric quantities 
(especially dose) and calculated data interpretation. Some examples of application and demonstrations will 
be shown, compared and discussed. 

MCNP new versions features 

MCNP represent one of most widespread universal code for radiation transport simulation. In the new 
versions MCNP5 and MCNPX offer some new advantage features that are very useful especially for the 
simulations in the medical physics and radiation protection [1, 2], These features cover the large lattices and 
lattice tally enhancement (important for voxel models/phantoms), improved random numbers generator, 
possibility to set more detectors, tallies and histories and new techniques of results scoring - the mesh and 
radiographic tallies. 
While older versions need sampled volume to be part of modelled geometry description, the mesh tally 
represent the modelled geometry independent 3-D tally grid used to calculate volume averaged fluxes for 
each voxel in that grid. The rectangular, cylindrical or spherical grid can be used for the mesh tally 
specification. 
Radiography tallies allow the user to generate images as one would expect from an x-ray or pinhole 
projections. Radiography tally for the transmitted image projection can be set up for the grid on the plane or 
cylindrical surface. 
New enhanced imaging and plotting tools are added to code packages to perform the mesh and radiography 
tallies/tally results visualization. 

Analytical models/phantoms 

Analytical models of human phantoms use mathematically described surfaces/bodies to approximate 
individual organs. Typical representative of such phantoms is MIRD ORNL phantom series [3-5] covering 
e.g. newborn and individuals of ages 1, 5, 10, 15, and the adult. In the MCNP, the organs are represented by 
individual cells, composing model. Advantage of such phantoms is easy scoring and material specification 
for individual organs and lower requirements for the computer memory. Disadvantage is only geometrical 
approximation of included organs/tissues and using of reference average arrangements caused impossibility 
take into account real variations for particular individual. 
The computer code BodyBuider [6] enable to generate the MCNP input files for the ORNL phantoms. This 
code allows interpolation for arbitrary age, cover pregnant females, at 3, 6, and 9 months into gestation, 
including fetal detail, enable to modify the phantom to simulate extra torso fat and specify what 
organs (cells of model) will be included and/or scored for the dose. 
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Voxel models of human or phantoms 

Voxel models in the MCNP are based on the rectangular lattice. Models with up to 2.107 voxels can be 
defined in the MCNP5 (depend also on the computer memory). Each voxel can be filled by the given 
material and results can be scored over the entire lattice, any region of interest (organs, target volumes) or 
mesh tally can be used to overlay the geometry. Appropriate postprocessor can be used to visualize e.g. 
isodose contours. Voxel models are usually based on the CT image data. Data have to be converted from 
DICOM or other medical format into MCNP input. Usually is necessary to reduce number of voxels, i.e. 
increase voxel size and homogenize the small voxels into large ones and extract the densities and materials 
from the CT (Hounsfield) numbers. Model specific regions (e.g. tumor) can be defined and/or modified 
manually. Some conversion programs are available for transformation of the CT image data into MCNP 
input, e.g. NCTPlan or Scan2MCNP [6]. Advantage of the voxel models is that can be patient specific and 
approximate human body much better then analytical phantoms. For verification, the CT scan and voxel 
model of the experimental phantom can be done to compare calculations with experiment. Inconvenience is 
necessity to manipulate with very large (and difficult to modify) data sets and relatively high computer 
memory requirements. 

Visualization tools 

MCNP code include basic tool for 2D imaging of model geometry, improved in the new versions. The Visual 
Editor VISED [7] for creation and visualization of the MCNP geometrical models is available (new version 
with 3D plotting capabilities, included in the MCNP5 code). 
Next powerful tool is the Sabrina code for the 2D and 3D imaging of the MCNP geometry models [6]. This 
code makes it possible also to create the models using Sabrina means and covert this combinatorial solid 
geometry (CSG) model to the MCNP input in the boundary representation (BR), i.e. surface geometry. Code 
also enables to display the spatial tracks of Monte Carlo particles, as calculated by MCNP (i.e. data from the 
PTRAC file). The new interactive geometry editor/viewer for MCNP and MCNPX MORITZ with similar 
but improved features as Sabrina is now also available [6]. 

Dose determination 

Calculation of dose and/or dose distributions namely in the small volumes and inhomogeneous medium need 
careful choice of scoring method (tally type in the MCNP) and calculated data interpretation. For example 
only tally 8 (in MCNP) can be used for the real dose calculation in volumes where charged particles 
equilibrium is not achieved. Tally 6 that use so called "heating factors" to estimate the energy deposed as 
well as tally 4 with any modifying dose function represent only kerma approximation of dose (see 
comparison of the calculated dose depth distributions on surface of the water phantom - Fig. 1 - as 
example). 
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Figure 1: Dose depth distribution in air-water interface (5 MeV photon parallel beam) 

Conclusions 

Present computational tools enables to calculate organ or target volumes doses with new quality of large 
voxel models/phantoms (including CT based patient specific models), approximating the human body with 
high precision. Due to these features has more and more importance and use in the fields of medical and 
radiological physics, radiation protection, etc. 
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